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A Midland Journey
Gloria Murillo, parent of graduating senior Angelica Murillo,
offered the following commencement speech at graduation
on June 2, 2017.

T

oday is special. It represents years of hard work for the
20 students sitting in front of me. It is special for their
parents, who want the best for their children. It is special
for their teachers, who helped them to master a subject
and, more importantly, to love learning.
For me, Midland is a dream come true. My greatest wish
as a parent is to provide a good education for my children.
I want them to have the best tools possible to succeed in
the world. At times, with five children, this looked like an
impossible dream. My first job in America was working in
the fields picking grapes. I worked side-by-side with my
father, who taught me it was important not to stop, to just
keep on working. He wanted me to make sure my children
got an education so they could have better opportunities in
life. I would like to share my journey with you. It turned a
mother’s dream into reality.

Seniors Live the Mission
Before he handed out diplomas at graduation,
Head of School Christopher Barnes delivered the
following speech (slightly edited for space).

Gloria Murillo
I was just 17 and had not lived in California for long. My
large family of aunts, uncles, and cousins lived in Santa
Ynez. On weekends, we got together for barbecues and
baseball. On one of these weekends, we learned important
news. My cousin, José Juan Ibarra, was going to Midland
School. This was exciting news for our family. No one had
attended private school before. I did remember visiting a
Continued on page 2

B

eing a new head of school is a bit like drinking from a
firehose. Whether one is thirsty or not, one drinks. It
has been a long and exciting year for me. I have learned a
lot, including that I have much more to learn. I am grateful
to these seniors for gently, mostly and most of the time,
breaking me in as the
new head of school.

Christopher Barnes and seniors watch as Giorgio Zhang approaches to receive his diploma.

This year I have been
ably guided by three key
elements: our faculty
and staff, the students,
and our mission. Today
is about celebrating
your graduation from
Midland, so, rather
than bestow upon you
a few morsels of graduation-speech wisdom,
I will speak to your
contributions in helping
us all live the mission.
I want to thank each of
you for the simple, but
not easy, act of living the
mission to its fullest for
the last few years.
Continued on page 3
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A Midland Journey
Continued from page 1

her life she did not feel like she
had a big “M” on her forehead.
Working in dish house, cleaning
tables, cleaning bathrooms in
Pink Palace and working sideby-side on Sunday work crews
created a level playing field for
all students. No one is better
than anyone else.

private school as a child. José Juan’s mother took me on a
trip when I was eight years old. We went to Guadalajara.
It was my first trip ever away from my small town in Mexico.
We visited two aunts who were cooks in a private school. I
remember peeking through the kitchen window into the
dining room where the boys and girls were eating. What a
wonderful job to cook for all these students. I wanted to do
this when I grew up.
Thanksgiving is my first Midland memory. Just like today,
families were invited for Thanksgiving. Midland was much
more rustic in 1983. Buildings were run down. Our beautiful
landscaping today was just dirt. The students were as rustic
looking as the buildings. I thought, “No way will I send my
children here.”

In 2006, Operation Purple ran
a summer camp at Midland,
and Midland welcomed a new
head of school. This marked a turning point in my life, for
which I will be forever grateful. Yessie was a counselor at
this horse camp for kids with parents serving in the military
But each time I came to visit, the charm of Midland touched in Iraq. My husband, Mike, and I were hired to cater the
me. Main House porch was friendly and inviting. The chapel final barbeque dinner at the end of camp. Will Graham, new
was special. The stone root cellar behind the dining room
head of school, had just arrived at Midland. He came to the
reminded me of Mexico.
barbeque. After the dinner, he invited me to join Midland
José Juan’s graduation made our family proud. I understood staff as breakfast cook. He wanted to be sure the students
had a healthy start every day. Cooking for students is my
how special it was. He was headed to college. Next, Sonia,
dream job. It makes me happy to have people enjoy the food
my brother’s daughter, enrolled in Midland. My brother
I prepare. Every ounce of love I have goes into my cooking.
spoke with passion about sending her to Midland. His
dream to be a doctor was impossible. Education would help A few years earlier, for two years, I attended nutrition
classes at Sansum Clinic in Santa Barbara. I learned healthy
his daughter fulfill her dreams. Sonia graduated in 1999.
cooking for diabetics. Cooking was already a pleasure, but it
Still, it was scary for me to think of sending my daughter
became my passion.
to Midland. My oldest daughter decided to attend public
school. In 1998, my nephew Sergio came to Midland. He
Three children have followed Yessie’s path at Midland.
graduated in 2002. Today he is finishing his PhD in sports
Yessie graduated in 2004, Estevan in 2011, Isabel in 2015,
medicine. Listening to Sergio’s stories made me realize
and Angelica will receive her diploma today. All of them
Midland would be a wonderful fit for my second daughter.
loved sports at Midland, were inspired by favorite teachers,
Yessie loves the outdoors, sports, and horses. The rustic
and still tell stories about camping trips to Ben and Laurie
cabins and dirt paths would not bother her at all.
Munger’s house in the Sierras. Estevan came alive on the
We signed our first Midland enrollment contract in 2000.
This was a big financial commitment for our family. It
would be five years before we would have a family vacation
again. We were proud to do this for our daughter. Parents
were asked not to visit students until after the first school
break. I wanted to honor the rules, but Yessie was only thirteen when she started at Midland. Her birthday came before
the first break. My family did not have the means to celebrate birthdays. First, I wanted to give my children a good
education, and, second, I was determined they would always
have a cake on their birthday. I scrambled up my courage
and called her advisor. I explained how important it was
for me to bring her a birthday cake. He said, “No problem,
but bring enough for 120 people.” The cake had to feed all
of Midland. I was happy to bake for everyone. I intended to
drop the cake off and run, but we were invited to eat with
the students and enjoy our daughter’s birthday cake with
her and her new friends.
I knew Midland was a great gift when Yessie returned home
for the first school break. She thanked me for sending her to
a place where she could finally belong. For the first time in
2

Gloria Murillo

l acrosse and soccer field. Isabel’s quinceanera mass was
held on Stillman Porch one summer, followed by dancing
in the Pole Barn.

One morning at Coffee Club in Stillman, a quick pause after
breakfast when colleagues drop by briefly before heading
to their offices, Cierra announced that enrollment contracts
were in the mail. My stomach clenched; I did not get a contract. Then I remembered: for 16 years I have signed Midland enrollment contracts, but my last child is graduating.
It is time for you all to begin a new journey. You have what
you need to succeed. Whether you plan something simple
or something grand for your life after Midland, know that
your parents and teachers have confidence in you. I have
confidence in you. We have shared the journey. It is time to
share your Midland wisdom with the world. Be curious, be
kind, be happy, be grateful.
A few days ago, Yessie’s son asked if I will still cook at Midland since I have no more children here. Of course I will be
at Midland; I still have my other 85 children to cook for! n
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Seniors Live the Mission
Continued from page 1

As per the mission, Midland is a “unique college preparatory boarding school experience.” You are all headed off to
an impressive list of colleges and universities, so I think we
can check off the “college-prep” tic box. Given that we are
the only school in the country that has yet to succumb to the
allure of the modern hot water heater, that we still sit down
to break bread together five nights a week, that our gym is
missing a wall, and that we have a huge garden but a small
ecological footprint, I suspect we have the “unique” thing
covered as well.

and like any other day at Midland. Why? Because our students learn to rely on their own competency to look after
themselves. This self-reliance is taught and role-modeled by
older students to younger students, most especially by our
seniors. This, and every year, we owe a debt to the seniors for
teaching us all the merits of living the mission.

I am rather fond of the quote by the philosopher Arne
Næss, “Simple in means, rich in ends.” Simplicity is in our
mission because it inspires us to put our needs ahead of our
wants. There is nothing wrong with wanting. Yet, without
an understanding of
the underlying needs,
The mission also
wants are shallow and
directs us to offer
lacking in claim to our
“a boarding school
resources. The twenty
experience to a diverse
students before me
student body.” Before
here have wrestled with
me here are twenty
unsatiated wants. They
students from four
have lived without—
countries, five different
without easy access
states, and a plethora
to hot water, without
of cultural, economic,
easy access to an endand religious backless stream of passive
grounds. They hold dientertainment, without
verse views but are not
a phone glued to their
divisive. Core boarding
persona, and without a
school experiences,
lot of other distractions.
such as having a roomFrom left, graduating seniors Anneliese Silveyra, Clarissa Gallo, Tate Ewing,
mate you don’t like and
Yet these seniors are
Daniel Kiy, and Angelica Murillo.
then coming around to
gloriously rich—rich in friendships and rich in experiences.
liking them anyway, are part of the journey that teaches us
The giddy joy of simple play is not lost on them; it is a skill
to see the best in others. The esprit de corps of our seniors
they all possess. I remember the first few evenings this year
is a testament to the power of coming to seeing the best in
when many of you could be found in Stillman playing board
one another. They honor the differences among themselves. games with new students, welcoming them to our commuThey know there is more diversity out in the world that they nity. Many times, we laughed and learned listening to your
will relish encountering and learning from as they move
chapel talks.
onward from Midland.
No other high school asks the seniors to shoulder as much
Some of the most powerful words in our mission are
responsibility for our collective success each year as Midland
“Through study and work...” wherein we identify a core
does. This is a deep tradition, grounded and rooted not only
value of authentic engagement with both our own learning
in the mission but in our history. The kinship these seniors
and our well-being. I have no doubts about the work ethic
feel for this place, our community, and our purpose is the
of these seniors; I know it extends well beyond the skill
lifeblood of our success. Each of you has, in your own way,
of sitting down and doing their homework. These seniors
dug deep and shouldered a portion of this awesome responremind us every day of a work ethic that extends to the
sibility. To your great credit and with our collective thanks,
corners of our ranch, to the fence in need of repair, to the
you have succeeded and upheld the mission of our school.
angsty recesses of the mind of a new student who is nervous
Likewise, the firewood you split, the solar panels you
about making friends and has only their prefect to help
installed, the recycling you sorted, the miles you hiked and
them find their way, and back to Stillman in dish house,
explored, and the vegetables you grew all demonstrate your
where a senior-led dish crew cranks up the tunes and gets
connection to our little ecosystem here at Midland—an
the job done.
ecosystem that includes the full diversity of this place, an
These seniors have worked and studied hard. They have lived ecosystem that will be a bit diminished upon your departure,
the mission day in and day out. In doing so they have learned and yet one that, because of your contributions, is strong
and role-modeled the value of “a lifetime of l earning” and
enough to evolve to the next generation.
laid their own foundation for the life well lived.
It is with real pride and real admiration that I thank you all,
On a cold morning in January, nobody can get up and walk
on behalf of a grateful community, for a job well done. Thank
to Stillman for you. At Midland, your laundry doesn’t wash
you for leaving this place better than you found it. Thank
itself, and without the motivation to tend the fire, you will
you for the good and great deeds in all your futures that will
be cold. We have long days in January, but most are joyous
make us even prouder. We wish you all the very best. n
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Midland Magic
By Mark Gong, ‘17 and
Nefertari Wall Arbuckle, ‘17
Two seniors, who couldn’t be more
different, who come from different
cultural, ethnic, national, gender, and
socioeconomic backgrounds, teamed
up to deliver a joint graduation speech.
Their words have been edited to fit the
limited space available here.
Mark:
If I had met Nef outside of Midland,
we might have made some weird eye
contact as we passed on the street.
We would never have seen each other
again. But Midland is magic. It puts
many different types of students
together, and it forces us to be friends.
Nef:
That is the beauty of Midland. It
forced Mark, who would otherwise
have no connection to me at all, to
be my friend. And even through the
horrible things Mark has done to me,
like stealing my gluten-free cookies
and sacrificing me to the rattlesnakes,
it has been a pretty awesome friendship. One of the biggest differences
between us is our financial status.
This has led to a game I enjoy quite a
bit: “Let’s see how many years of my
tuition Mark’s outfit will pay for.” We
usually play this game using crappy
British accents.
(Using terrible British accents)
Mark: Hey Arbuckle, how are doing
today.
Nef: Lovely, lovely dear. Don’t you
just loooove embarrassing yourself
in front of hundreds of people?
Mark: Yeah. I’m so freaking nervous.
I think I just peed a little.
Nef: OH NO!! Your 900$ dollar pants!
Nef:
Not only was I forced to be friends
with Mark by being in this small community, I was forced to be friends with
literally everybody. Because, if you’re
not friends with someone, things
get really awkward when you are
eventually forced to do some activity
with them. This is actually really cool
because I would never, not even once,
talk to some of the people in my class.
Yet, now I’m probably best friends
4

Graduating seniors Mark Gong and Nef Arbuckle.
with many of them. The little things,
random inside jokes, and our odd
personality traits have allowed us all
to stay friends for all of these years.
Mark:
I actually never planned to be friends
with you guys. I wanted to be aloof
and sophisticated. At the beginning
of junior year, I tried not to talk to any
new students. I tried to be “cool.” You
can ask most of the Chinese students;
they thought I was Korean for the first
two weeks. But after one week of acting
invisible, I failed. I started to talk to
people and to make friends. It was
impossible for me not to make friends
at Midland because this is
such a small community.
I would watch these
interesting people every
day, and it became harder
and harder not to be their
friend. I discovered that I
loved using British accents
with this woman next to
me, twerking in Lynda’s
office with Matias, Lona,
Eion, and Anneliese, going

to the Rez with my son, Sayer (where I
always fell asleep and got sunburned),
getting therapy from Adam about my
love life till midnight and telling him
I will never get a crush on anyone ever
again, and having Nesquik parties after
10 o’clock. People at Midland are pretty
interesting.
Nef: VERY interesting…
So, outside of my Midland family is
my legit family. Mom, I have no words
that will express my thanks to you and
what you have done for me, but I will
try. These people sitting around you,
my Midland friends, probably know
all your darkest secrets, and
their only comment is, “Oh
my god, I love your mom!”
Now, I bet you’re wondering,
“Oh, geez, what have you told
them this time?”

I told them all these horrible
things, like how for eighteen
years you have given everything that you possibly could
Nef ’s mother, Allison to me and my brother to
Wall, reacting to her give us the amazing lives we
daughter’s comments. have. I’m so happy you finally
Continued on page 5

Midland Magic
Continued from page 4

found Caren, because to have somebody to lean on when things get hard
is something you have been without
for so long. Even better than that, she
makes you happy. You are the reason I
am up here now, and that is one of the
greatest gifts you have ever given me.
Mark:
In my memory, my dad is the toughest
person in the world. No matter how
big a problem he faces, he never gives
up. He never brings any negative emotions to his family. I had never seen
my dad cry until the day he dropped
me off at Midland. That day, I saw him
secretly crying.

Atop a Hillock Called Midland

As head prefect, Anneliese Silveyra had the opportunity to say a few
words at graduation. The following is an edited version of her speech.

I

am indebted to this land and its
inhabitants for much of what I
have learned over the past four years.
Our class has witnessed several big
changes, including a headmaster shift
our senior year from Will Graham
to C
 hristopher Barnes. Last year,
we d
 iscussed how becoming senior
leaders and working with a new

My dad has given me everything I
want, and he never forced me to do
anything that I didn’t want to do—
except once. He told me, “No matter
what, you are going to Midland.” I
know this decision was hard for him,
but he believed that Midland would
change me into a better person.
I once told my dad, “You destroyed
me by sending me to Midland.” But
Midland didn’t destroy me. Dad
was right. I hate to say it, but I think
Midland actually made me become
a better person. I learned so much
from this tough environment, and,
surprisingly, I like it here.
Nef:
I never went through that. I was never
upset at my mom for sending me here,
because she didn’t send me here. I
chose to come here, and I have never
once regretted the decision. I love
Midland and have never truly wanted
to leave.
For all you parents in the crowd. If
your child does not call you as much as
you’d like, it is not because they hate
you. It is because on the night they
planned to call, their friends were having an epic dance party and they knew
you would understand. When you do
get a call from an 805 number, there is
always the chance it’s the school nurse
to tell you your kid is at the hospital
again… or maybe that’s just you, Mom.
Either way, your kid loves you dearly,
but Midland is a distracting place.
They will get around to it. An email
or two helps, though n
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Anneliese Silveyra, ‘17
headmaster would probably challenge
us. But Mr. Graham told us that it was
our class’s job to lead the school into
next year’s transition. He believed in
our class, specifically, to do our job,
and to bring Midland into its next era.
And we believed in ourselves.
Now, a year later, I still believe that
he was undeniably correct. We
stepped into where we have needed
to be n
 aturally. Throughout this
year, we have led and mentored the
student body phenomenally, not
just as p
 refects and job heads, but
as friends, and with kindness and
trust. Each of us is so uniquely and
wholly ourselves; we are so diverse in
interests, opinions, and personality.
Yet we work well as a collective and
have each brought our own strengths
and character to the school.
We stepped into our roles naturally,
but naturally is not to be confused
with easily. Because, as I’m sure we
are all aware, living here is not easy.

We have faltered, hesitated, a
 ccidentally
missed our jobs, f orgotten a project was
due, or made a bad call. And yet, here
we are. We have p
 ioneered an incredible
year, and we’ve all got plans to march
onto even more grand adventures—just
look in this year’s graduation issue of
the Midland M
 irror. Because, when it
comes down to it, Midland is a single
stretch on our
journey to learn,
to lead, to care,
and to make
our contribution
to communities
around the
world.
In one of Paul
Squibb’s short
books of poetry
and reflections,
From This
Hillock, he
admits, “Secretly
I feel that after
82 years of
varied activities,
and reading,
and study, and conversation, and
meditation, I have a broader than
average view of the plain of which I was
born and raised. I claim no mountain
top revelation, but rather a stumbling,
fumbling, trial-and-error progress up a
hill of more than average height.”
Despite some striking differences,
my thoughts about this time in our
lives. Although we’re 18 rather than 82
and we hardly know anything, we have
still learned quite a bit of what we do
know and believe atop this hillock that
is Midland.
We’ve learned to love what we have,
to follow the natural bends in the
trail, to never cut corners, and the
gratification of running the full mile.
We are adaptable. Although Mr. Squibb
might humbly describe high school
graduation as just a modest slope,
Midland has been one heck of a climb,
and, s itting in these seats, we are right
where we want to be. n
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A Well-Crafted Door

As head prefect, Duncan McCarthy had the opportunity
to speak at graduation. The following is an edited version
of his speech.

T

oday is a day we depart, a day we change, a day we close
doors. It is a day we leave friends, a day we detach from
mentors, a day we promise from the bottom of our hearts
that somewhere, somehow, we will meet again.
We often believe that every time we close a door, a new one
opens for us to find and explore. In this way, we imagine
a world of perpetual opportunity—always searching and
finding and exploring and closing and searching and finding
and on and on and on until we run out of doors to open.
We have been taught to give pause inside the chapel. To
give thanks to those who help us. To say grace before we
eat, and, most importantly, to give love to those who make
us food. And still the inevitability of senioritis and a forever
accelerating year’s end forces this day to rush towards us and
by us faster than we can react to it.
Right now, I want to pause, to offer a short grace before the
main course of graduation.
Soon, my class will close our Midland experience by
walking through the same rustic and worn door as the 84
classes before us. This door, which hangs on old hinges,
with scarred, aged wood supporting a tired handle, has
seen hundreds of shower fires, hundreds of students, and
hundreds of bright, ambitious futures.

Duncan McCarthy, ‘17
Third: fixing things. This follows well after discussing
craftsmanship, because we aren’t all great craftsmen all the
time. Stuff breaks around here regularly, and it is largely
our job to fix it. Yes, we occasionally call for a plumber or
a tree processing crew, but the little things get dealt with
internally. Sometimes waiters will break a Stillman window
while attempting to clean it. I know I have at least twice. We
then have the honor of learning how to fix it. That’s cool and
not really all that normal.

Fourth: nature. Beyond merely living in nature, Midland has
taught each of its students that there is more to our environAnd still it stands.
ment than scenery and trails. There is a vast education withBut I imagine it does so unhappily as all those hundreds
in the trees, the rocks, the chaparral, and the landscape that
of students focus beyond it and instead toward their new
is unique to right here. I will miss knowing what the ground
opportunities.
is made of, where it has come from, and sharing that knowledge with those around me. I will miss the assumption of
It does seem fitting that we look into the future on graduation. We have completed the largest task thus far in our lives, respect that Midland students hold for the land and the way
we react to it. I will miss the persistent camping trips, the
and what comes next is overwhelmingly present on our
minds. It is equally important to appreciate that today is the stars, and the sweeping, golden hills. And I will miss, above
anything, some sense that I am an integral part of it all.
end of something; we have very little time left to appreciate
our transition fully.
Fifth: people. Midland is not Midland without those who
Before I pass through this door, before I leave this place, as a work and attend it. I will miss the eccentricity, the openness,
and the comfort that Midland’s community encourages. I
student, forever, I want to pause and recognize that there is
will miss the conversations, the personalities, and the endso much about Midland that doesn’t happen anywhere else
less excitement that everyone here brings to everything they
and that we will miss.
do. I often hear that I should not worry about meeting new
First: fire. Nowhere is fire more worshipped by high school
friends next year, that I will find people like me wherever I
students. It is, above all things, what brings Midland students go. But I’m not sure I want to. I actually hope I will find no
together whether it be for an 8:00 AM class, for camaraderie one like me. I want to find a whole lot of people like you all.
around a campsite, or to team-build a shower fire.
As I pause at the threshold, reflecting on the place we are
Second: craftsmanship. I hope Johnny Ninos is proud of
leaving, I feel Midland deserves more than I can give it. My
how well his emphasis on craftsmanship has infiltrated the
gratitude will stay with me for longer than I can imagine.
entire school. At Midland we learn how to use our hands
Our time here has come to an end. Graduation approaches
and make things—we also learn how to take pride in making rapidly. We must transition. As we pass through this final,
things right. I use the word “making” in a loose sense; crafts- closing door, remember that someone built it. And even
manship can apply to tasks as simple as making one’s room
though there are hundreds of doors ahead of us, none of
clean. We take pride in our work, often even when no one is
them will be crafted quite like this one. n
around to see it.
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Please Don’t Go! We Love You So!
By Lynda Cummings
The senior class requested Lynda
Cummings, the director of college
counseling, to speak on their behalf on
Friday, June 2, the night of the awards
dinner. The following is an edited version what she said; in the original, she
offered a few words about each senior.

T

he year has, as it always does, sped
to a close with a swiftness which
surprises me. This means that time has
run out for me. I no longer have the
lazy freedom of years, months, weeks,
or days ahead of me in which I can try
to stuff whatever measly wisdom I have
into your brains—I have only the next
15 minutes. And that is just. Not. Long
enough. The world is so crazy. Life is
so big. There is so much to say. And the
filter of time constrains me.
My capacity for finding a light-hearted
theme, a way to compare all you extraspecial snowflakes to a superhero or
a perhaps a tree or a type of cookie
evaded me this year. Ultimately, I
decided to reveal the one thing that
makes absolutely no sense to many
adults out in the bigger world, the feeling that I had when I truly got to know
you junior year, what is in my heart…
Don’t go to college! Stay here! Please?
I could take you to the

beach. We could go bowling again. We
could eat at Chipotle or The Habit or In
and Out. I could make some popcorn
or a batch of cookies. I’ll even buy you
soda, give you candy, AND, how’s this
for special: NOT yell at you for putting
all those horrible toxins in your body.
I promise.
Actually, what I really mean to say
is this: Thank you… for letting me
love you.
I didn’t always love teenagers. When I
was one, I described my peers as dumb,
self-absorbed, and hypocritical. When
I first came to Midland, I looked at
teenagers from a distance and tried to
interact as little as possible. Over time,
I began observing teens more carefully. Lessons piled onto one another;
observation led to tolerance which led
to patience which led to acceptance
(and sometimes admiration). And all
of it led to love.
I first fell in love with the class of 2017
on the first night of your experiential
week junior year. For those of you who
don’t know what happened, we had a
last minute change of plans and had
to use an unvetted campsite. It’s hard,
for me at least,

to imagine a worse place to camp.
Beauty and s erenity did not exist at
this site. Instead, garbage and run-off
from the nearby dairy farms clogged
the bordering river and made the
water brown. Every shift in the wind
brought the stench of too many cattle
in too small a space. The barbeque
grills looked as though nobody had
used or tended them in years. The
overgrown grass and weeds hid the
path to the restroom, a building lit
only by a single dim bulb and clouded
with mosquito hawks. Then there was
the 2:00AM gunshot—which you all
slept through.
While my complaints whirled in my
head and I whispered to José Juan
and Alison about What-We-ShouldDo, you all calmly went about the
business of setting up camp, preparing food, and playing soccer. When
everyone had eaten and cleaned up,
Jaime brought out the game, Cards
Against Humanity. I remember that
each of you paired in ways I wouldn’t
have predicted; the sheer joy of the
night replaced any lingering need to
stick with the same buddy. The thing
about Cards Against Humanity
is that it’s not a “nice” game.
The creators of the game call
it, “a party game for horrible
people…a game that is as
despicable and awkward as
your friends.”
So here you all were in a
terrible place playing a terrible
game…the potential for things
to go wrong, for someone to
freak out and need to abandon the trip, for someone
else to be mortally offended
was incredibly high. The
question is, then, why on
earth would I fall in love
with you here?
The short answer is this:
Because you let me.

Seniors Sage Bergerson and Jaime Schuyler in
the good-bye hug line on Friday before graduation.

You let me laugh with you
that night. And ever since,
you have let me tease you,
Continued on page 8
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Please Don’t Go! We Love You So!
Continued from page 7

scold you, sit with you, watch you, talk with you,
dance with you, and say goodnight to you every
Monday. Unbelievably, you let me pry into your
personal business in my effort to understand how
to present you to colleges.
Initially when I admitted to myself that I loved
these seniors, I felt, well, just a tad self-conscious.
I have generally reserved the word “love” for my
family members and closest friends. But recently
I read Viktor Frankl’s book, Man’s Search For
Meaning, published in 1959. Frankl is a holocaust
survivor whose words gave me the courage I
needed to follow my instincts. He wrote, (and
I am paraphrasing) “No one can become fully
aware of the very essence of another human
being without love. Love allows us to grasp
another human being in the innermost core of
his personality, to see that person’s essential traits
and features. Love allows us to see potential in
everyone, potential which is not yet actualized…
but ought to be, can be, will be actualized. By
making people aware of what they can be and of
what they should become, those who love make
these potentialities come true.”
I don’t claim to have helped you figure out what
you should become, but I am so glad to have had
a small role in your journey. I know Midland will
always be part of your foundation. And I have all
the faith in the world that each of you can—and
will—discover and actualize your potential. n

Where They Will Go

The 20 members of the class of 2017 have matriculated
at the following colleges and universities.
Bryn Mawr College

Pitzer College

Cal Poly San Luis Obispo

Parsons — The New School

Cal State Channel Islands

Tufts University

Case Western Reserve University

Unity College

Colby College

University of Puget Sound

Diablo Valley College (2)

Western Washington University

Pasadena City College

Whitman College (3)

Pine Technical College

Williams College (2)

Midland diplomas

Adrienne Howard, ‘18, was elected
to speak about the seniors on behalf
of the junior class. She described
the figurative and literal things each
senior brings when they climb Grass
Mountain and when they guide
younger students on the journey.
She opened her speech by saying,
“While not everyone here today has
climbed Grass Mountain, everyone
sitting on this stage has. Trust me, it
is hard. There is a reason we have a
school-wide Grass Mountain day, and
this group of graduates is a perfect
example of why. The success of a
Grass Mountain day depends on the
diversity of leaders’ skills. Together,
you have made it up the mountain
and, together, you helped the rest of
us students get up the mountain.”
8
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High School Refugee
By Iva Zhou, ‘19

L

ockers. Crowded halls full of lockers. Crowded halls
full of lockers and angry teenagers. Girls talk using
“like” every other word. Boys recount football stories.
These are my first impressions of high school in America.
I may have been misled because I drew my idea from
dramatic movies and addictive TV series.

the suffering in those high schools. My mom supported
me so much. She told me, “Your middle school graduation exam grades could get you into one of the best high
schools in the whole province, but are you sure that you
are ready to experience being on the bottom of the rank
list after the first few exams?”

A classmate named Tang, a boy whose goal was to excel
in a Chinese high school so that he could study at an
American university, once said to me, “If your intention
is to escape from the brutal, crazy, and dehumanizing
Chinese high school education by attending an American
high school, you are a coward. You have already failed the
moment you reach America.”

She was so sure that I would be the last one on the
rank list because of all I had missed during my year in
America. My Baltimore school had created an abyss in
my knowledge of math, chemistry, and physics. Still,
I did not hesitate. My pride and confidence had never
allowed me to be below the first eighty among the
two thousand students on the rank list. I was ready to
use my summer
vacation to catch
up on all the
studying I had
missed.

I thought about
his words every
night as I was
preparing for
SSAT and applying
to ten American
high schools.
Was I escaping?
It seemed to my
Chinese friends
and my family
that I was escaping. The general
assumption is
that if you go
to an American
high school, it’s
because you have
bad grades.

Then I found
Midland.

Midland was
where I thought
I could get rid of
the idea of being
a “Chinese high
school refugee.”
This school would
present me with
challenges that I
craved at a higher
level. I already
know I can endure
I was not escaping.
and survive from
From the class of 2019: Chani Derbyshire, Iva Zhou, Kayla Black, and Roxy Moore. the academic
I was determined
to challenge myself.
pressure of school; therefore, learning to survive in a
world where I need to work, abandoning my comfort
I spent a year attending an American school and socialzone, and confronting loneliness was what I believed
izing with American girls in Baltimore, Maryland. But I
that would make up for the strengths that I could have
kept hearing Tang’s words. While I was running on the
gained in my Chinese high school. With no distraction
field or staying up late to finish my twenty-page physics
from a virtual world or too many material goods, I
report, my friends in China had white hair growing from
could realize what I need and how to live. At least, this
stress. They got out of school at 8:00 PM; I watched Star
was my conclusion after considering my two paths and
Wars at 8:00 PM. They had ten tests today; my school had
enduring three sleepless nights of staring at the ceiling
the rule of three-tests-maximum for a day. I was bored
after 2:00 in the morning.
and felt left behind. I felt I had stepped into the life of an
eighty-year-old way too early. My age, my energy, and my
I chose Midland. That other path, which led to days
thoughts should not be trapped by this slow pace.
filled by exams and white hair on my sixteen-year-old
head, faded. Because I have experienced a harsh school
Back to the familiar question again: was I trying to escape
life, I regard all academic challenges here as an escape
from white-hair stress, the 3:00 AM homework load, and
from Chinese education, but now I focus more on the
the continuous bombardment of exams?
search for my own pace and for a way to design my high
I called my mom one day and told her I could not see my
school life in as unique a way as possible. n
future in America. I wanted to go back to China despite
9
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Lessons From the Mountain
By Grace Kelley, ‘17

H

istorically, Grass Mountain Day has not gone well for
me. I get sunburned. I don’t put on enough sunscreen. I’m the last one up the mountain.
But not this year.
I have three bottles of sunscreen, two SPF 70 and one SPF
30. I have three liters of water. And I’m a senior. Faculty
drive us out to the bridge, and we get a head start before
everyone else.
Johnny told Lona
Dreyfuss, Nef Arbuckle,
and me that we had
the “station at the red
rocks” but none of us
knew where that was,
so we just hiked until
we remembered where
people have been in
past years. By the time
we get to our station,
only eight people have
passed us. We sit in
the middle of the hill
amidst the long grass
and under an overhanging oak. I think people
like our station the most
because we offer lollipops and hype music.
Maisy Lewis, a freshman girl, asks how far
they’ve come. I tell her
they aren’t even halfway
yet. She kind of laughs
a little and exchanges
glances with the person
she’s hiking with. This
spot is just when people
start to realize how hard
the hike is going to be.

At the last stop before the impossible incline, I take off my
shirt and apply sunscreen to my bleach-white stomach
and back. Up here, it is so quiet. And still. Like being underwater. If there is a sound, it’s muffled. It seems like the
mountain itself is loud, but it doesn’t make any noise. The
simple absence of anything overwhelms me. I don’t have
to think about it too much because my heavy breathing
fills the silence.
I can see the small Santa
Ynez Valley stretching
away beneath me. I might
even be able to see Santa
Maria, if I knew which
way that was. The breeze
finds the pocket between
my back and my backpack. It cools the sweat
that has been pooling
there. The solitude empowers me. I don’t feel
like I’m holding anyone
up or that I’m going too
fast. I am an independent
hiker, truly moving at my
own pace.
The shale slips under my
feet. I keep moving upward. Past the clumps of
lupin bushes and the vast
fields of poppies. Past the
head of school. Past Duncan McCarthy, Tate Ewing,
and Derby Derbyshire
at the last station before
the top. I have drunk two
liters of water and put on
sunscreen at least four
times. I am taking care of
myself, and I am proud.

I catch up to Lona. We finIt doesn’t take that long
ish together, cresting the
Seniors
Lona
Dreyfuss,
Nef
Arbuckle,
and
Grace
Kelley
on
Grass
for everyone to pass
mountain to meet the rest
Mountain
Day.
through our station,
of our school. It’s like a calm respite up here. Everyone
but we hesitate before starting
up again because we don’t
.
enjoys the same end of the a
 rduous climb. The seniors
actually want to keep going up the mountain. For the
sprawl under a tree at the very top and eat lunch. Before
past four years, Nef and I have practically pulled each
I do anything, I have to kiss the tree, otherwise I will be
other up, but this year won’t be the same. Nef has turned
defying tradition.
around because of her weird cough and breathing issues.
Lona speeds on ahead. Angie Murillo never joined us in
We have all made it up the mountain, and we can all
the first place because she has an injured knee.
enjoy the view. This will be the last time I’ll be up here for
a while. I bask in the sunlight and the expansive field of
I’m alone.
orange on the face.
I start to climb.
Continued on page 11
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What Midlanders Learn
By Iva Zhou, ‘19

I

have, at times, thought that my life at Midland is filled
with boringness, simpleness, and repetition. But there
is always a time when I pause my day, look around, and
realize I have nothing to do but feel being haunted by
the unfinished tasks from the future. I get to jump to the
future and I get to breathe in the present. This what Midland grants to every
student: freedom to
adjust to their own
paces and to bravely
plan the future. All
graduates should and
will have the ability
to plan their life and
fulfill every common
day.

plan my own time. When there is limited time for me to
expand my interests, I may choose to release my stress by
disabling my brain temporarily in front of the computer,
but the excessive free time makes me rethink about the
ways to spend it.

I look to the mountains who are my educators and who
teach me the best way to plan my future: be humble but
be brave. Until the day I reached the peak of Grass Mountain, I felt small compared to nature, and I fell into the
general c atalog of
a commoner. As I
climbed the mountain, I saw that my
breath is hidden in
the respiration of
oaks and that my
life relies on the
generosity of nature.
There is nothing in
me that gives me the
I learned this on
right to feel superia half-holiday, a
or; being humble is
time when students
what I should hold
make a choice: rest,
onto. However, when
study, or play. I sat
I stand on the top of
in the computer lab
the mountain that
watching YouTube.
seems impossible to
Giorgio Zhang, ‘17,
conquer or camp in
walked in, stared
the wild to reevaluate
at me, and kept
what is important
on walking.
Students create their own fun. Iva Zhao, ‘19, Fiona Mei, ‘20, and others watch
in my daily life, I
as Duncan McCarthy, ‘17, and Gavin Kurnik, ‘20, compete to see who is faster at become bolder and
“Why are looking at
loading cups into a dish house rack.
bolder. I dare to
me like that? What
think, and I am ready to take an action.
were you trying to say?” I asked.
“Just want to you know that the weather is great, and you
are so wasteful with your life.”
I suddenly realized that I was really boring and I had so
many options. Maybe I should plan my free time better
so that I would not go to bed with regrets. Now I do yoga
with Jenny Zhang, ‘18, every single half holiday, and I study
calculus with Rui Xin, ‘18. I am grateful for the freedom to

The lessons I value the most are from the most common day
with the most common words. They come from the green
of Grass Mountain, the darkness in a computer lab, and the
sparkles in the dullness of my life. Led by the perfect time,
the perfect location, and the perfect people, Midlanders
learn to be humble while being brave. They carry this l esson
into their future as they plan their life and fulfill every
common day. n

Lessons from the Mountain
Continued from page 10

On the way down, I start to get a headache. By the time I
reach the river, I feel sick. I try soaking my feet in the cold
flow, but my stomach doesn’t stop hurting. Julia Moore
stays with me while my prefectees move on. We stay by the
creek for so long that almost everyone has passed us.
When the faculty finally start arriving, I ask Michael
Jorgensen for help because I have started to dry heave. I
show him my two empty water bottles. “Well it definitely
seems like you’ve been drinking enough water,” he says.
“ But how much did you eat for lunch?” Only a couple of
cookies and some chips. I’m mad. After trying so hard to
take care of myself, I failed at the simplest task: eating. Mi-

chael waits with us for about half an hour while I force half
a sandwich into my system in between gags. I finally start to
feel better, and, after thanking Michael, Julia and I hike back
to school.
On campus, I don’t put my shirt back on until I take a s hower.
I walk around confidently. I am a senior, an independent
young woman on her way to college. Unfortunately, I still
have a lot to learn. When I go to college, I’ll have an advantage over the other people around me. I’ll already know how
to do my own laundry and how to change my sheets. I’ll
know how to make friends and live with other people. Even
if I sometimes forget how to feed myself n.
11
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Experiential and Interdisciplinary Learning in Monterey County
This year, Spanish teacher Paul Gelles, biology teacher Kyle Taylor, English teacher John Isaacson, ‘94, and US history
teacher Eve S
 outhworth took the junior class to the United Farm Workers Office and the Steinbeck Museum in Salinas,
to Fisherman’s Wharf and the historical Customs House in Monterey, and to study the elephant seals in San Simeon.
Upon their return, John asked his English students to write about their trip, focusing on setting, character, and sensory
details. The following two articles resulted from that a
 ssignment.

Camaraderie
By Shannon Fagen, ‘18

T

he first day of the junior class trip to Monterey, we
spent more time watching our tires fly across the black
rubber road and the green seedlings sprout in farms along
the highway than we did learning about anything related
to biology, American history, literature, or Spanish migrant
workers. We took turns choosing songs to listen to, and
I felt the vibrations of the beat thrumming through the
vehicle’s upholstery as we traveled. The feeling of camaraderie my classmates and I shared as we halted at each
station was as sweet as the fragrance of cinnamon and
coffee that pervaded the air inside Starbucks.
On the second day of our class excursion, as part of American history class, we went to Fisherman’s Wharf in Monterey and visited the historical Customs House. We walked
around the tourist-flooded Fisherman’s Wharf, peering at
the brightly colored signs outside of each restaurant and
eatery. The smell of cooking fish and baking bread filled the

warm air. Outside each shop, someone beckoned us closer
with a basket or plate of food and a smile.
Maggie and I found a shop that sold creamy clam chowder in
bread bowls, beer-battered fish, and fries hot from the fryer.
The sun was beginning to set as we made our way back to
the cars, and I finished my basket of fries, happy in the wake
of our fun, food-filled afternoon.
During our third and final day of the trip, as part of a biology
lesson, we stopped at San Simeon to observe elephant seals
in their natural habitat on the beach. I remember the biting
wind whipping my face, forcing me to clench my biology
worksheet and notebook tightly against my body. In my
right fist, I held my mechanical pencil. My eyes narrowed
against the piercing glare of the setting sun as I squinted at
the mounds of elephant seals below me. Fascinated by their
loud, honking complaints, I watched as a potential father
was rejected or as an alpha chased off his subordinate. As
I observed, my pencil flying across my page, I forgot the
chilling cold of the violent wind. My mind focused instead
on the lumbering movements of the elephant seals in heat.
Continued on page 13

Juniors Patrick Wang, David D’Attile, Eliza Merrall, Elanor Zierhut, Freya Kargard, and Julia Yamasaki pose for silly photo with
cut-out of John Steinbeck.
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Camaraderie

Continued from page 12

Their gray blubber shone
with the spray of the waves,
and their flippers and tails
waddled as they wormed
their way across the damp
shore in pursuit of a potential mate. The majority of the
pack preferred to lie stationary, making any movement
an excitement for all the
watchers high above who
leaned on the sturdy wooden
railings.
Eventually, I had to return
to my own pack. Maggie,
Cynthia, and I made our
way to the cars, talking
with wonder about what
we had just observed. The
junior class excursion to
Monterey finished all too
soon. In the car ride back to
school, I reflected on how
lucky I felt to be able to take
such an enjoyable trip in the
company of my classmates.
The junior class outside the United Farm Workers office in Salinas, CA.

Spanish-Language Immersion with UFW
By Maggie Tang, ‘18

I

t was 4:30 in the afternoon. The twenty-five juniors and
four faculty members filed into the United Farm Workers
office located in Salinas, CA, for our appointment to talk
with the farm workers. It was a white and dirty single-story
building with a small parking lot outside.
I was the first to enter the stuffy room. Posters of Cesar Chavez
decorated the eggshell-yellow walls. Rows of brick-red chairs
were set up for us. I saw a woman in her late twenties dressed
in a tee shirt and jeans; a man, in his late thirties, wore work
pants and a button-up shirt. “Hola! ¿Como están?” they both
asked with warm, welcoming smiles.
Before we all sat down, the woman, holding a piece of
paper, told us to repeat after her as she recited the farmworker’s prayer. “Lo decimos antes de empezar a trabajar,”
she said. When we started, I noticed the speed of her Spanish.
I could hear my classmates mumbling the words that we
could not understand. I understood most of the prayer, and
I found it extremely powerful because the workers who say
the prayer daily are a group of people struggling and fighting
for their rights.
We all sat down on the brick-red chairs, and the two UFW
workers began their Powerpoint presentation. It was both
moving and fascinating to hear the stories about the workers,

how they were treated, and the history of UFW. Slides
like the one of a child working in the fields and of hunger
strikes impacted me and my peers. My classmates started
asking questions. “¿Qué son las diferencias entre la vida de
un campesino ahora y antes de Cesar chavez?” and “¿Hay
algunos proyectos o eventos que ayudan a los trabajadores?”
Afterwards, the workers passed out bright red 3x5 cards.
The black UFW symbol was printed onto the card along with
the rights of American citizens. On one side, in Spanish, the
card printed simple instructions to the farm workers that
told them not to open the door or talk to officers because
they had rights. On the other side, the rights were written
in English for the officers to read. The UFW provided these
cards in order to prevent legal workers from being arrested
and stop officers from storming through their homes.
Finally, we clapped for the two workers and filed out of
the small building. On our way out, some students shook
hands and thanked the workers. This powerful experience
improved our Spanish skills and gave us a snippet of the
hardships of the farm workers throughout history. We were
inspired by the persistence of farm workers fighting to earn
equal wages and rights. n
13
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Oh, How Midlanders
Love Change
By Duncan McCarthy, ‘17
On Sunday of Parent, Alumni/ae, and
Friends Weekend in April, Duncan delivered
this chapel talk to the community.

T

his year, my final of four at Midland,
we have had the blessing of rain.

It falls,
shatters onto the ground,
permeates the soil
until it can no longer.
And then it flows.
And when it flows,
things begin to change.
Bridges break and shift,
sleeping debris is unsettled,
sent traveling.
Pre-calculus becomes
pre-flood trenching.
Sophomores, seniors
juniors and freshmen,
escape from their classes.
Their teachers can only watch the glow
as bliss dances across the bridge
under which a new creek flows.
Our creek.

Students escape from class to play in the creek, which flowed for the first time in
five years this spring.

But what happens when those seniors,
Their teachers, and soon those juniors,
sophomores, and freshmen leave?
What happens when they fall onto new places,
and shatter new grounds?
Things begin to change.
And you all know how much we Midlanders love change.
It feels, in many ways, that I have lived through Midland in
a time of great transition. The headmaster sitting to my left
is different from the headmaster who sat in the same spot
last year; neither of Midland’s two English teachers were
faculty my freshman year; the math teacher that I’ve hiked
more than 100 miles with arrived my junior year, and he
will graduate and leave with me. Ben and Laurie Munger,
staple lifetime faculty, left during my short four years; BG
Kresse stopped cooking me my weekday dinners after my
sophomore year; and the last remaining Mr. on campus,
Mr. Cummings, only taught me for one of his forty-plus
semesters working here.
But all that change, those massive pieces removed from
Midland’s culture, didn’t make me angry, and it never
flooded me with a great swell of traditional pride that
runs in Midland’s DNA. Not to say I wasn’t bitter at some
of it. But these changes pale in comparison to the rushing emotion that floods my mind when I hear threats of

i ndividualized shower stalls, dorm style living, or bettering of shower fire efficiency. I feel attached, emotionally,
to things that will only impact me directly for another
five weeks and that will only impact students I know for
another three years.
I imagine alumni have faced similar challenges with the
progression of Midland over time. We now have access to
the internet in Middle Yard via the library for lowerclassmen and Chromebooks for upperclassmen. An astonishingly high number of classrooms, four I think, have electric
heating and no need for a wood-burning stove. Our food
is consistently delicious and is something many of us look
forward to. It is not uncommon to see students watching
Netflix during club nights. And, somehow, somewhere
along the way, someone fixed the road to Stillman so that
it is no longer uphill bothways. Massive stuff.
But these are, of course, adjustments to a world that is
changing and advancing, for better or worse. Midland
has to react to stay pertinent and to not be washed away.
When I think about the changes being considered, I have
to ask: How much will the change truly affect me? Will I
actually be impacted in any way if students are given the
opportunity to shower in stalls?
Absolutely not.
But the same truth still rises. We are most frightened by, and
threatened by, that change which attempts to infiltrate into
Continued on page 15
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Oh, How Midlanders Love Change
Continued from page 14

OUR Midland. Into OUR freshman year struggle. Into OUR
senior year mischief. We worry that our image of Midland,
the one we were painted into, will scuff or wash away.
This is very true for me. I am struck sometimes by an unavoidable feeling of ownership. I want this Midland, my
snapshot of it, to be the infinite, indefinite version
of Midland.
Earlier this year, I had a run-in with my innate desire for
stasis, the traditionalist part of me that has been incubating
for four years. Nearing the end of the first term, I heard
word from a friend that Christopher Barnes, the new kid in
town, was going to eliminate the “rank” list in its current
form. Stormy weather on the horizon. The list, for those who
don’t know, is just that. It’s a list. We use it for sign-in in the
mornings, for reading role on half-holiday assemblies, and
for posting laps. It’s a list. But it was ordered, as I think it has
been for a long time, based on the amount of time one had
endured at Midland. Four-year seniors on top, then threeyear, two-year, one-year, and so on. That was how the list
worked. I liked our list, I had nothing against our list, and
I thought it would never change.
And Christopher was going to make it alphabetical.
The horror.
How could he let our system fall?

Or your teacher’s, headmaster’s, friend’s, or anyone’s really.
Midland is no one’s.
Midland is a place we fall, a ground we shatter, and a community we permeate, but not a thing anyone can possess,
or own, even for a short period. We may change it. We may
shift it. We may break bridges, and we may unsettle some
debris. But in the end, we cannot own Midland any more
than the rain owns the land it falls upon.
In my last five weeks as a student here, I intend to see
Midland as a vessel, a ship that I have had the pleasure to
sail upon these past four years. And when I am metaphorically “thrown overboard” on graduation day, I intend to see
the ship, the aged wood mixed with the freshly placed, the
tears and the patches, as a constant traveller in itself. Its
crew is only there to serve its purpose. To sail it. To keep it
afloat. And to care for it, in their own way, as best they can.
And Midland will sail, I believe, for as long as it is needed,
infinitely and indefinitely. I will be left with my snapshot and nothing more. My Midland will live on within
me, within my classmates and teachers, in memory, as
Midland itself continues far and wide on its navigation of
the modern world. And I’m OK with that. Because some
of those boards and patches will remember me; they will
remember what it was like to live how I lived in these
wonderful four years. I’m confident that those sails still
remember many of you and how you used them to sail
uphill both ways.

So I had a long conversation with him about it, my mind
grasping for logical reasons why this devilish A-Z ordering
was inefficient, impractical, and irrational. It was hard work.
So, I urge you, let those possessional ties fall. Let them
But it boiled down to a point.
shatter on the ground and permeate the soil beneath the
Christopher was trying to change A list.
feet of students, beneath the homes and classrooms of
teachers. Let new ideas flow, and when they flow, see
I was trying to preserve MY list. Shattering.
where the change of a new creek can take them. n
And he did. Though he compromised
slightly from straight, alphabetical order
due to unexpected, and retrospectively
unexpectable, backlash from students.
And guess what?
I signed in the next morning, in Stillman,
on the new list, at Midland. I attended my
classes, at Midland, and I generally took
no notice of the change. Because it was
still Midland. The change had leaked in;
it had permeated the community fluidly.
How could this be? How could something
that weighed so heavily on my mind, the
shifting of which seemed to be an insult to
my identity, have fallen so softly?
Because Midland loves the rain. And rain
brings change.
I have just started to figure out the reason
for my uneasiness, and I think it simplifies nicely. Midland is not, and has never
been, mine. Nor has it ever been yours.

Duncan McCarthy, ‘17
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What No One
Else Does

1950’s Reunion Recap
By John Isaacson, ‘94

A

s the Midland archivist,
I have a special interest
in collecting stories about
Midland’s past. In June, I had
the opportunity to hear stories
from alumni in the classes of
1956, ‘57, and ‘58 who came to
campus for a two-day reunion.
As I listened to stories about
toasting stale bread on butter
knives, building boats, and
digging tunnels, it occurred to
me that virtually no structures
still stand in Upper Yard from
the time when these men
attended Midland. Yet their
stories remain, and the ideas
that permeate these stories from
the past continue to inform
our present.

Back: RJ Reeves, Peter B. Young, ‘56, Robert Reeves, ‘57. Front: Bill Wilmer, ‘58, Susan Wilmer,
Tom Shoup, ‘57, Ernst Mueller, ‘57, Harry H. Madsen, ‘56, Spencer “Steve” Humphrey, ‘58.
Seated: Jean Schuyler. Not pictured: Dennis Holding, ‘56, Deming Isaacson, ‘61.

Over lunch, the discussion inevitably
led to “needs, not wants.” Someone told
the tale of Paul Squibb lighting dollar
bills on fire at assembly to demonstrate
the waste of burning milled lumber in
a shower fire. A second story involved
Squibb instructing students about how
to fold toilet paper so as not to waste it.
This was two decades after the Great
Depression, but the past was then, as it
is today, still a part of the present.
“Needs, not wants” is a simple phrase.
It is useful, important, and easy to
remember and has thus survived
Midland’s 85-year history. But all
alumni have different explanations
about how to apply the idea.
Bill Wilmer, ‘58, urged caution and
clarity around the idea of “needs, not
wants.” He proposed that putting
“needs” first and discouraging against
“wants” may sometimes be the wrong
idea. “Wants” are not inherently a
“bad” thing. What about wanting
excellence? What about wanting to be
your true self?
Steve Humphrey, ‘58, and Harry
Madsen, ‘56, extolled the virtue of
living simply within one’s means. They
16

gave examples of large TV screens and
addiction to tiny cell phone screens as
unhealthy excesses, as “wanting” more
than one “needs.”
Christopher Barnes, head of school,
interjected. “We want to teach students
how to think, not what to believe.”
Lynda Cummings, director of college
counseling, said, “The important thing
is that this discussion about needs
vs wants is still happening today.” As
educators, Christopher and Lynda
recognize that students, like alumni,
must wrestle with these questions and
come to their own conclusions.
Clearly, these alumni still think about
the ideas planted in their minds sixty
years ago, and each has applied what he
learned to develop a more nuanced and
deliberate approach to life.
Ernie Mueller, ‘57, uncle to Justin
Ray, ‘93, and Jennifer Ray Price, ‘96,
attributes his lifelong friendships and
love of nature to Midland. He still feels
closer to his friends from Midland than
he does to his friends from college.
After college in Fairbanks, he briefly
taught high school, then went on to
become a research chemist at the

Environmental Protection Agency in
Alaska. After flying to Los Angeles
from Fairbanks, he drove up to
Midland with Bob Reeves, ’56, whom
he hadn’t seen since their graduation.
Bob Reeves describes himself before
attending Midland as a shy, protected,
only child. He visited the studio where
students could smoke, which was the
social center of campus at the time,
only a dozen times during his four
years. However, he credits Midland
with imparting in him “a strength
of character that allowed me to step
aside from being quiet, withdrawn,
unconnected” to become more
outgoing. Once at Midland, he could
“stand up outside of self-imposed
boundaries and be someone much
more expansive and involved.” After
Midland, Reeves attended Pomona
where he studied chemistry and was
an engineer at the campus radio
station. He credits former Midland
faculty member Barry Schuyler with
giving him his first job teaching
chemistry at the Polytechnic School
in Pasadena.
Continued on page 17
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I Like To Tell Folks
A Brief Autobiography by Harry Madsen, ‘56
I like to tell folks I was born on the kitchen table
On a cattle ranch in California’s San Joaquin Valley.
This is not the whole truth.
But it sounds good.
The whole truth about anything
Will make yer teeth ache.
Dad got me my first horse when I was eight.
I named him Champ after Gene Autry’s horse,
Champion.
I’d been to the Saturday afternoon movie.
Gene had been tied to the post of a burning barn.
Champion had untied him.
I said I bet my Champ could do that.
Dad and I went down to the barn to milk Midnight,
the cow.
Dad tied me to a post, opened Champ’s stall, and
went back to the house.
I squirmed.
I pleaded.
That damn horse walked right past me
And ripped open a bag of oats.
My mother and sister came down to untie me.
They said Dad was laughing too hard to walk.
Betrayed by my horse.
Rescued by women.
That’s a big load for a young cowboy.
Never really gotten over it.
The only kids around were the kids of the Yokut
Indians working the ranch.
The Kings River ran through our western edge.
We fished and swam.
Tracked for fun
And fought for amusement.
When I was twelve, dad caught me
With fourteen-year-old Evelyn Pole-Cat Hawkins
Before I could do any real damage.

The next thing I knew,
I was in some kind of a mountain school for boys
With Sam Edwards for a roommate.
This was a poor trade.
But, as of September, 2017, we will have been
Friends for sixty-six years.
By the time I was eighteen, I’d cycled through Europe
with Tony Dunn,
Sailed the Pacific as galley-boy and geek in a sailing
magic show,
Been lost at sea in a row boat,
And strangled the Captain.
He didn’t die.
And that’s a pity.
‘Cause I surely did try.
Went to college to no apparent purpose.
Came within six units of achieving a masters
In three disciplines.
Or was it the other way round.
I forget.
Went to Guatemala.
Got in trouble with the Bay of Pigs people.
Came to New York.
Thought I wanted to be an actor.
When the other testicle dropped,
I abandoned The Bard
And rode bulls.
My best ride didn’t last long,
But it was in Madison Square Garden
And Freckles Brown was in the chutes with me.
1972 I founded The East Coast Stuntmen’s’ Association.
This is the only employment I’ve had since that time.
These days I shoot competition shotgun and write stuff.

What No One Else Does
Continued from page 16

Dennis Holding, ’56, who distributes race car parts, invests
in several businesses, and lives a “nomadic” lifestyle
between Fort Lauderdale and Rio De Janeiro, believes
Midland gave him resourcefulness and a “get it done”
attitude. Harry Madsen says that Midland taught him to
do what no else was doing. Given that, for this June visit,
he brought kindling with him on the plane from New York

so he could start a shower fire, he is still doing what no one
else is doing.
Perhaps the ultimate result of a Midland education and of
thinking about needs not wants for so many years is that
Midland alumni and alumnae are better equipped to do
what no one else does. n
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A Pirate, a Liar, and a
Long-Time Contributor
Zachary Andrews, ‘02, offered the following tribute to his
father, Jonathan Andrews, ‘64, who spent four years as a
student at Midland, is a parent of two graduates, and served
on the board of trustees for 20 years. On April 30, 2017,
Midland honored Jonathan as the 12th recipient of the
John Dreyfuss Distinguished Alumni Award.

Zachary Andrews, ‘02

I

t is my unfortunate duty, on this auspicious day, to tell
you that the man you’re honoring, my father, whom I love
very much, is a liar.
You see, when I was four years old, my father told me that
before I was born, he had been a pirate. My sister, Amy, who
was 13 at the time, who is in the audience, whom I love very
much, and who is also a liar, corroborated this story. Now,
as a precocious four-year-old who was pretty sure he knew
exactly how the world worked, I was a bit skeptical. But my
father told me that when I was older, he would show me
photos from this time in his life that proved his story…but
they were far too graphic for a four-year-old.
Skeptical though I was, there were certain clues that
substantiated his story. I vaguely knew that my father had
fought battles as a young man in a humid and exotic land
far away from home. I knew that he had traded a pair of
boots for a Nepalese kukri, a terrifying curved blade surely
useful in close combat naval battles. I knew that he had
built my childhood home by hand, presumably during
shore leave, with a pirate friend, perhaps a case of rum, and,
surely, the lumber from a vanquished British frigate. God
bless my mother not only for marrying a pirate, but also for
living in that home until she convinced him to remodel.
The most telling clue, though, came a year later when we
took my sister to begin her freshman year at Midland. This
time marks my first real memories of this place. Burly
young people, tanned, sinewy, working for a common
18

 urpose, sang a Midlandized version of the sea shanty
p
“Drunken Sailor” on the occasion of someone’s birthday.
I may be misremembering this, so forgive me, but when I
asked my father, through tears, why we were leaving my
sister here, he said “Well son, we’re going to leave your
sister here with just an ax and her wits until she becomes
an adult. My mother did it to me. And when you’re Amy’s
age, we’ll do it to you!” Now, if there’s anything more pirate
to say to a five-year-old, I don’t know what it is.
Sure enough, they did it to me. Although I was 14 and was
absolutely certain I knew how the world worked, I had yet
to see any photographic evidence of said piracy. However,
my father as a man began to make a little more sense to me.
I could understand why he was on the roof repairing the
shingles after a storm instead of calling a roofer, cursing
rather loudly after errant hammer swings. (My mother, god
bless her, told me that these were called “roof words” and
could only be used when on the roof. The lesson, sadly, did
not take.) I could see how my father, after being conscripted
to fight in a war he opposed, would, upon his return with
a purple heart, volunteer his time and legal expertise in
counseling veterans on their rights. I could appreciate how,
to this day, he can recite entire verses of Yeats and Ginsberg
by heart. All that said, however, I couldn’t, and still can’t,
believe that, on the other side of 70, he can still swing an ax
better than you, me, or any other Midland graduate I know.
But what my time here taught me, through the lens of my
father, is why after only four short years here as a student,
he would spend his entire adult life in service to this place.
It would turn out, part of his service would be to give the
graduation speech for my class’s graduation. I have here,
on yellowing paper, dated June 1st, 2002 the original copy
of the speech that my father gave. As an 18-year-old who
was, bewilderingly, even more confident that the world
was really
rather simple,
I was entirely
prepared to be
embarrassed
by this speech.
Naturally, my
father nailed
it. Profound.
Witty. Selfeffacing. Really,
just a damn
fine speech.
The words on
this page are
timeless, and I
treasure them.
Years later, as
a somewhat
wayward 30 year
old, who was still Jonathan Andrews, ‘64
mildly confident that he had some concept of the world, but
maybe not how it worked per se, I called my father to tell
Continued on page 20
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From Oak to Cardinal, and Back Again
College Transition
By Sean Cummings, ‘15

C

urrent students, recent alums, and old-timers alike
reminisce about jobs, laps, and shower fires. Seniors
deliver speeches explaining how Midland has already
changed them—before they’ve even had a chance to see how
those changes will play out in the world beyond. We can all
speak to how this place has impacted us because we’ve all
been here. After experiencing this strange, wonderful place
which is so unlike the rest of the world, we see “the rest of
the world” differently. Midland begins influencing our experiences, our philosophies, our choices in the real world the
minute we take our first steps onto campus, if not sooner…
if not much, much sooner, in my case.

will because Midland is so closely tied to my identity. It’s
my home and my school and the place I grew up, and thus it
has influenced some significant discoveries and decisions.
One of these was the decision to attend Stanford instead of
my second choice, Whitman College. As a small, outdoorsy
school in an arid wine town, Whitman felt like home. In
fact, I worried it would feel too comfortable, too similar.
Thinking I’d benefit from the challenge of an unfamiliar
environment, I chose Stanford, and soon I began making
comparisons between this grand, tech-heavy university and

As a faculty child, Midland was my norm. The rest of the
world felt abnormally clean, futuristic, overpopulated, and
unnecessarily manicured. This place began shaping the way
I saw the rest of the world before I could walk. I never truly
realized how odd Midland might seem to an outsider until
the autumn of 2015, when I started my first year at Stanford
University. I quickly discovered that Stanford, like the rest
of the world, is abnormally clean, futuristic, overpopulated,
and unnecessarily manicured, only a lot more so. I also
discovered that many of my peers did not share this view.
For instance, during a five-minute break in a lecture one
day, I gazed out the window to where a single tree rose from
a dirt patch in the parking lot. Like any good Midlander,
I dashed out the door to climb it. A lone tree in a sea of
concrete made for a sad approximation of home, but it was
better than nothing.
A friend of mine followed me up the tree a minute later.
He patted the trunk and smiled.
“Ahhh,” he sighed. “I love nature.”
I looked at him with disbelief. “This is nature? This is a
single tree in the middle of a giant parking lot.”
“So? I come from an urban jungle in the middle of India.”
He grinned weakly. “This is nature to me.”
The more I met people from around the country and the
world, and the more time I spent in the Silicon Valley, the
more I saw things about my home I’d never seen before.
I’d always known Midland sat in the middle of nowhere,
but only then did I realize how in the middle of nowhere.
Only then did I understand that few people live in log-style
houses heated by fire, few eat straight from a garden on a
regular basis, and few have access to thousands of acres of
open space. I now realize that I am, in earnest, a country kid,
a fact I’d never fully considered before. Midland has influenced my view of the world my entire life, but only in the
last two years has the world influenced my view of Midland.
However, though I became aware of how many more spiders
probably reside in my mattress than in other people’s, I still
fail to believe that a spider-free mattress can claim superiority. I have always failed to believe this. I expect I always

Oliver Rothenburg, ‘15, and Sean Cummings, ‘15, returned to
campus for this year’s graduation.
my small, dusty home.
Besides the seemingly outrageous perspective held by some
of its students that a tree in a parking lot constitutes nature,
Stanford differs from Midland in a few important ways.
For starters, it has difficulty distinguishing between needs
and wants. If its ever-growing endowment doesn’t convince you, perhaps a quick stroll through its gleaming
engineering quad would suffice, or maybe a few minutes
browsing the endless supply of merchandise in the bookstore. Don’t get me wrong—state-of-the-art facilities full
of brilliant tools for makers and scientists are pretty cool.
People do amazing work there. But the place literally never
stops growing. At least three or four construction zones
occupy the campus at all times. Dozens of emails advertising new programs for elite students flood every inbox.
This growth happens because Stanford continually obtains
even more money with which to make itself even more
“perfect.” But the students had enough fancy facilities and
programs to begin with. They’re already smart enough, and
Continued on page 20
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From Oak to Cardinal, and Back Again
Continued from page 19

as Malcolm Gladwell argues in his compelling “Revisionist
History” podcast, that money would have far more impact
somewhere else.
Second, Stanford lacks Midland’s sense of community. At
Midland, we work, study, play, and even shower together. We
know the name of every person and see everyone multiple
times a day. We know each teacher and cook personally.
We perform jobs for the benefit of the community as well
as for ourselves. While this lifestyle often feels draining,
I’ve found it far preferable to the alternative. At Stanford,
I found myself constantly surrounded by people but knew
almost none of them. I had friends, but they had different
classes, lived on different parts of campus, and had different
schedules and priorities. I felt alone most of the time. I
attended classes alone, completed assignments alone, and
spent too many weekend nights alone. And I saw countless
others around me living in much the same way.
At Midland, we eat together. There are few things as
wonderful as communal dining. We prepare for a meal
together, we sit around a table and look at each other and
talk to each other, and, afterwards, we clean up together.
At Stanford, I ate too many meals alone, in a dining hall
staffed by people whose names I did not know, surrounded
by people also sitting alone, all looking at their phones
as they ate beneath enormous TV monitors. I hated
those phones. I hated those TV monitors. The food tasted
incredible, but many nights, I lost my appetite.
Above all, Stanford suffers a shortage of “real people.” I
mean the kind of people Midland couldn’t get rid of if it
tried: people with genuine quirks and unique personalities,
and I don’t mean “unique” as in the typical Millennial “OMG
I’m so weird, LOL” kind of way. Midland has people who
spontaneously run five miles into the hills in the middle of
the academic day because they suddenly just HAVE to so
badly that they forget to change out of their jeans. We have
people who cheerfully wear pillowcases after losing all their
pants. We have people who build treehouses, people who

A Pirate, a Liar, and a Long-Time Contributor
Continued from page 18

ambush each other with Nerf guns in the dark, people
who wear kilts to dinner and collect dead animals and sing
horribly and beautifully at the top of their lungs in dish
house or in the shower or in their cabin at 11:30 PM for all
to hear.
Midland has people I will tell stories about for years. I met
people at Stanford who had founded multiple companies
and received countless accolades. These people, who held
conversation as though practicing for a job interview with
another tech startup, were brilliant, polite, presentable,
and employable, but few I would call story-worthy. I found
a handful of friends who escaped this mold, but only a few,
and finding them took far too long. Midland has people
who know how to live life. Most Stanford students were
never taught how.
Sad, right?
I think so.
Some of my Stanford peers saw these things too, but I
believe I saw them more clearly than most, thanks to
Midland. Spending so much time in a place so wildly
different from “the real world” allowed me to better see
the real world’s flaws, or at least to realize which parts
I wanted no part of. In turn, experiencing a decidedly
non-Midland environment has helped me identify the
most unique pieces of Midland, and the ones I feel most
constitute my sense of self. I know now, more than ever,
that I want a small and intimate community where people
know each other by name. I know I want real people for
friends, not perfectly engineered, elite scholars. I know I
probably won’t ever feel fully comfortable living in a place
with more pavement than earth. Stanford does not reflect
who I want to be, and I have Midland to thank for showing
me who I am.
So now I’m leaving Stanford, that gleaming red-roofed
cluster of smartphone host organisms. I’m going back
to what felt more comfortable, more familiar, more like
home all along. I’m transferring to Whitman College, and
I can’t wait. And guess what? There will already be six
other Midlanders there. n

I will share with you one of the more salient pieces of advice
from the speech, “10 Rules for a Good Life,” my father gave
15 years ago because he has always been able to say it better
than I can.

him that I was thinking of proposing to my then girlfriend,
Felicia. During that call, he asked me the two most import“Rule 2: Never Ruin a Good Story by Sticking to the
ant questions that a father can ask his son regarding the
Truth. This is generally attributed to Mark Twain, but
woman he wants to spend the rest of his life with. “Son,” he
I give M.F.K. Fisher credit for it. This doesn’t mean you
said (with appropriate fatherly gravitas), “has she climbed
should lie or mislead people, but a little embellishment
Grass Mountain…and does she own a good pocket knife?”
can occasionally make life more interesting.”
“Dad,” I said, “She has climbed Grass Mountain! But she does
not own a pocket knife, good or otherwise.” So a week later,
And, yes, while to my knowledge Jonathan Lee Andrews is
a package arrived in the mail, addressed to Felicia, with a
not, nor has ever been a pirate, he is something far better.
pocket knife in it. Blessing, apparently, had been given.
He is a man who truly embodies the spirit and practice
of the Midland ethos. And he has made my life far more
Now, as a 33-year-old, who is absolutely certain he doesn’t
have the slightest damn clue how the world works, I have the interesting for having been in it. n
honor of sharing Stillman Porch with my father once again.
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CLASS NOTES
English faculty member, John
Isaacson, ‘94, and his wife, Jenny
Petersen, ‘97, gathered news from
the classes of 1990 through 1995.

CLASS OF 1990
Cavan Hadley works as a photographer,
living in Morro Bay, CA, and still surfing
when he can. He has two children, Sam
and Zoe, and his fiancée, Sarah Hart, has
two children as well, Addie and Greyson.
Dylan Herrick lives in Norman, OK, with
his wife, Susan, and two daughters, Eloise
(6) and Beatrice (4), who are attempting to
teach him patience. He teaches linguistics
at the University of Oklahoma and
researches Native American Languages
(Comanche, Cherokee, and Osage so
far). This past winter, he became chair of
the Department of Modern Languages,
Literatures, and Linguistics.

Harry Madsen, ‘56, leans in to talk with Bill Wilmer, ‘58, and his wife, Susan Wilmer
during the Class Reunion in June.
Susanna Vapnek moved back to Santa
Barbara five years ago after living in New
York City for 16 years. She continues to
work as a professional artist. Her daughter,
Natana, is four years old.

Dr. Heather Skogerson lives in Ventura
County and is the managing veterinarian
for an open-admission, “No Kill” shelter.
She dedicates her life to saving animals
and humans through the treatment,
prevention, notification of important
diseases, and forensic examinations of
animals. She has one dog and one cat who
remind her everyday why she goes to work.

Diana (Purim Moreira) Booker is
married to her childhood friend, Krishna
Booker. She has a daughter, Lila (3). Diana
writes, records, performs, and produces
music. She shares a house in Studio City,
CA, with her sister and father and is in the
mixing phase of her latest album.

Albert Statti is a documentation manager
working at Barracuda Networks in
Campbell, CA. He lives in Scotts Valley
with his wife, Maria, and daughter, Daria.
On weekends, he enjoys hiking and
motorcycling in the Santa Cruz mountains.

Aubrey Erickson lives in Grover Beach,
CA, with his wife, Tasha, who is a tattoo
artist at Tried & True. He works as a
product knowledge expert at MINDBODY
in San Luis Obispo and spends free time
being all kinds of geeky, from playing
tabletop D&D to exploring virtual reality
and learning about new technology.

CLASS OF 1991
Christopher Armand lives in in Salinas,
CA. His current hobbies include books,
black and white films, rock music, and
major sporting events. He still occasionally
travels to France, where he was born. He
looks forward to seeing his classmates
again in 2021, providing they are also
inclined to do so.
Peter Bennett has travelled all over the
country and landed back in his hometown
of Davis, CA. He lives two miles from his
brother, Edward Bennett, ‘98, and his
family. Peter works for the United States
Geological Survey and owes his career
to Laurie Munger. He joyfully spoils his
nieces and nephew. In his free time, he
makes horrible loud music, and spends
time on California’s many rivers.

CLASS OF 1992

Mizue Nishimura was in Beijing, China,
from 2008 to 2010, studying Chinese.
From 2010 to 2013, she lived in Shanghai
working for American companies. Now she
is back in Tokyo, Japan, to get refreshed.
Lena Shaputnic lives in Newport, RI,
and currently holds a “very glamorous”
job as a business analyst (aka spreadsheet
guru) while pursuing an actually cool
vocation—voice work. Previous postMidland jobs include: ESL teacher (US and
Japan), divemaster (Hawaii), and balloon
twister (college, Sonoma State). She loves
motorcycles, camping, yoga, and being
an avid doodler. She also spends time
gazing at tree tops, clouds, and sunsets,
continuing her lifelong passion of long
walks on the beach.

Amentahru Wahlrab earned a Ph.D. in
International Studies from the University
of Denver in 2010 and is currently an
Assistant Professor of Political Science
at the University of Texas at Tyler. He
lives in Tyler, Texas with his wife Sarah
and two-year-old son. In 2016 he became
a 6th degree black belt in the Korean
martial art of Taekwon Do. He spends
most days chasing his son Milo around the
neighborhood.
Ted Watanabe worked for Sony Computer
Entertainment and helped launch
PlayStation. Presently he works as a buyer
at Costco in Japan.
Neahga Leonard is the director of an
environmental conservation NGO in
Vietnam and is trying to prevent the
extinction of one of the most endangered
primates in the world, the Cat Ba Langur.
Kim Grande is in the middle of a
transition from being an Environmental
Health and Safety Manager for a company
in Tennessee to working at Q4 Impact
Group as Chief Advisory Officer in lovely
Canton, OH. She has two beautiful
girls, Gracie and Adalynn, aged 5 and 8,
respectively.
Albert Wong currently resides with his
wife Sarah Chiu and their four-year-old
twin daughters, Stacey and Aaliyah, in
Hong Kong.

CLASS OF 1993
Sara Applebaum McManus and her
college sweetheart husband welcomed
their son, Chris, to the family in midDecember. Chris joins his siblings Peter (8),
Callie (6), and Lucy (4) in their cozy brick
home in Houston, TX. Sara currently has
the best job ever: staying home to host tea
parties and lightsaber battles.
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Max Lesser lives in Los Angeles with
his wife and nine-year-old son. He owns
Morning Glory Confections.
Katie McGrath is the director of
Elementary Education for the Los Angeles
Unified School District. She has been
married to Beata Sherman since 2008.
They have a beautiful daughter named
Maryana Olivia McGrath Sherman. (Her
initials are MOMS. They did not plan it to
read moms; it’s a coincidence.) They live in
Pasadena, CA.
After working as the winemaker at Lucas
& Lewellen Vineyards in the Santa Ynez
Valley for the last ten years, Megan
McGrath Gates is now director of
winemaking. She has a phenomenal son,
Benjamin (7). She stays in close touch with
Rachael Bissig, Sarah Clark, Korina
Jochim, Consuelo Moreno, Chris King,
Katie McGrath, and many more on
Facebook and at Alumni gatherings. As
a single mom, she spends most of her
free time with Benjamin and other family
members. She’s taken Benjamin traveling
to Hawaii; Paris, France; Whistler, Canada;
and, most recently, Sequoia National Park.
She lives in a new house in Lompoc and
just finished the back yard. The ocean
breeze there is just fine.

Consuelo Moreno lives in Asheville,
NC with her daughter, Lucia (3), who is
currently a budding “Frozen Ballerina.”
Consuelo works for a custom home builder
as a design assistant. In her free time she
and practices Flamenco and goes running.

CLASS OF 1994
Zachary Agan has spent his career in
social services and education. He has an
MAT, and, after teaching history for six
years, decided to move on to Exceptional
Student Services (Special Education).
Thanks to educational bureaucracy,
he now needs a second masters that
he is currently working towards while
substitute teaching in Phoenix, AZ, and
working with non-neurotypical (on the
autistic spectrum) students in the home
and community setting.
Ian Anderson lives in Santa Barbara with
his wife, Rebecca (who served as Midland’s
director of advancement from 2013-2016),
and their daughters, Lea (10) and Ara (8).
Ian spends his time refereeing professional
(MLS) and international (FIFA) soccer
games across North America, tinkering on
houses, and managing referees in Santa
Barbara and Ventura counties.
Mike Balloni and his wife are celebrating
their nineteenth anniversary. He is the
manager of software development for an
internet security company. He plays the
bongos for fun.
Dorien Davies lives in Culver City, CA,
with her husband, Kenny Stevenson, and
their daughter, Poppy (4). Dorien is an
actress, writer, and puppeteer. She works
mostly for The Jim Henson Company and
is one of a small handful of people in the
country who can use their proprietary
digital puppetry system.
Tracy Farrer lives in Carmichael, CA, with
her wonderful husband, Sean Ranney, and
son, David (10). She recently switched to
private practice as an anesthesiologist
and works at Dignity Health. She enjoys
gardening, hiking, traveling, and spending
time with friends.

Justin Herrick is an entrepreneur living
in Ann Arbor, MI. He and his wife, Alison,
own and operate six bars and restaurants.
During the Reunion in June, members of
They are involved in the ownership of a
the classes from 1956-58 spent time in the digital marketing company, an accounting
archives looking at photos and old Mirrors. business, and a minor league soccer
This picture shows the 8th-grade members team. Justin also works in the local
of the class of ‘58. BACK: John Sharsmith, commercial real estate market for Colliers
William Falvey, Arthur Pollard. FRONT:
International. They have two daughters,
Camille (2) and Evelyn “Evie” (10 weeks),
John Treanor, John Card, David Belcher.
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and have recently completed a year-long
renovation and moved across town into an
amazing new home.
John Isaacson teaches English at Midland
School. He lives in BG’s former house with
his wife, Jenny Petersen, ‘97, and their
three-year-old twin daughters, Candice
and Katherine. They have a small, black
dog named Edie and a growing menagerie
of parakeets.
Camille Klimek lives in the rural
northern California town of Chester
with her husband, Mike, and two boys,
Lucas (11) and Grady (9). She teaches
6th grade at Chester Elementary School,
and is thankful for her experiences at
Midland because her school has a strong
environmental and outdoor education
focus. Aside from teaching, she spends her
time watching her children play the sport
of the season.
Juliana Wong is the owner of Juliana H.
Wong, CPA. She resides with her husband,
James Sadewhite, and their two sons,
George (8) and Edward (6) in Fremont,
CA. They have a Formosan mountain dog
named Pilot.

CLASS OF 1995
Maggi Aaronson is a flower farmer and
lives in a yurt with her husband, John, and
their daughter, Naima (2), in Pescadero,
CA. Her husband owns and operates a
50-acre organic vegetable farm and sells
at farmers markets around the Bay Area.
When they’re not working in the field,
this family swims in the river, makes
sauerkraut, and reads the New Yorker.
Duncan C. Dobson III lives in San
Francisco not far from Candlestick Point.
He graduated from the California Culinary
Academy (2003) and San Francisco State
University (2008). He is an artist working
in a variety of media, including food, paint,
and the written word.
Jason Groothuis is a television editor and
hip hop artist. He lives in Los Angeles,
CA, with his wife and son. If he’s not in
the sandbox, he’s at basketball practice
working on his son’s wicked jump shot.
Thomas Oretsky owns and manages a
surf school in Santa Barbara, CA, called
iSurf. His wife, Alelia Parenteau, works
for the City of Santa Barbara as an Energy
Analyst. They have two boys, Ashton (4)
and Avery (6).

Gloria Murillo speaking to the graduation audience on June 2, 2017.
DIRECTORY
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CLASS OF 2017
Gong, Mark
Chengdu, China
President
Barrera, Matias
Mexico City, Mexico
Bergerson, Sage
Minneapolis, MN
Burton, Skyler
El Cerrito, CA
Ciani, Olivia
Santa Barbara, CA
Derbyshire, Derby
Salt Lake City, UT
Dreyfuss, Lona
Los Angeles, CA
Ewing, Tate
La Grange, IL
Fitzgerald, Robert
Minneapolis, MN
Gallo, Clarissa
Santa Barbara, CA
Kelley, Grace
Santa Ynez, CA
Kiy, Daniel
San Diego, CA
McCarthy, Duncan
Pleasanton, CA
Moore, Julia
San Francisco, CA
Murillo, Angelica
Santa Ynez, CA
Rogers, Eion
Singapore
Schuyler, Jaime
Santa Barbara, CA
Silveyra, Anneliese Sherman Oaks, CA
Wall Arbuckle, Nef
Minden, NV
Zhang, Giorgio
Shanghai, China

Full Time
Christopher Barnes
2016
Jill Brady
2002
Lynda Cummings 1994-96; 2004
Charis Derbyshire
2016
Paul Gelles
2005
Lise Goddard
2003
Derek Harwell, ‘88
2010
Phil Hasseljian
2001-03; 2004
José Juan Ibarra, ‘87
1996
John Isaacson, ‘94
2015
Michael Jorgensen
2015
Gloria Murillo
2006
Alison Nikitopolous
2014
Johnny Ninos
2007
Tom Rogowski
1998
Eve Southworth
2012
Kyle Taylor
2010
Roddy Taylor
2010
Nick Tranmer
2015
Tim Weir
2016
Janet Willie
2015 CLASS OF 2018
Merrall, Eliza
Part Time
President
Doris Adams
1990 Alvarez, Ashley
Gina Ball
2016 Burton-Orton, Chris
Cierra Ensign
2014 D’Attile, David
Katie Isaacson-Hames
2009 Ehrhart, Nayeli
Gillian Kinnear, ‘04
2008 Fagen, Shannon
Ashleigh Ninos
2007 Frost, Erynn
Faith Nygren
2001 Hannahs, Cynthia
Yessica Uribe, ‘04
2015 Howard, Adrienne
Lupita Zepeda
2016 Kargard, Freya

Granada Hills, CA
Orange, CA
Discovery Bay, CA
Banning, CA
Encinitas, CA
Carson City, NV
Santa Barbara, CA
Atascadero, CA
Santa Barbara, CA
Goleta, CA

Kuyper, Thomas
Paso Robles, CA
Lawrence, Noah South Pasadena, CA
Lichtwardt, Claire
Altadena, CA
Qui, Charles
Shanghai, China
Rothenburg, Martha Santa Monica, CA
Struebing, Dorcy
Summerland, CA
Swidenbank, Braeden
Monrovia, CA
Tang, Maggie
Eastvale, CA
Tunberg, Annabelle
Tempe, AZ
Ungard, Wolfie
Altadena, CA
Wang, Patrick
Glendora, CA
Williams, Jireh
Inglewood, CA
Yamasaki, Julia
Seaside, CA
Zhang, Jenny
Chongqing, China
Zierhut, Elanor
Aliso Viejo, CA
CLASS OF 2019
Cummings, Emily
Los Olivos, CA
President
Acuna, Elixa
Ventura, CA
Andrade, Paula
Simi Valley, CA
Avendaño Dreyfuss, Lila Los Angeles, CA
Black, Kayla
Greenbrae, CA
Carden, Jack
Moorpark, CA
Derbyshire, Chani
Salt Lake City, UT
Gledhill, Millan North Las Vegas, NV
Gonzalez, Alani
Carpinteria, CA
Lupien, Clayton
South Pasadena, CA
Ma, Kevin
Hangzhou, China
Medina Castaneda, Luz
Lompoc, CA
Mendieta, Isaiah
Santa Ana, CA
Moore, Roxy
Altadena, CA
Shi, Simon
Beijing, China
Skelton, Ky
Santa Maria, CA
Valentino, Nicholas Westlake Village, CA

Xie, Adam
Xin, Rui
Yasuda, Aoi
Zhou, Iva
Zhu, James

Shanghai, China
Shanghai, China
Tokyo, Japan
Chengdu, China
Penang, China

CLASS OF 2020
Johnston, Sayer
Ojai, CA
President
Borghesani, James Santa Barbara, CA
Chamberlain, Elizabeth Templeton, CA
Chang, Charles
Shenzhen, China
Clark, Francesca
Murrieta, CA
Dreyfuss, Adam
Los Angeles, CA
Harvey, Hana
Santa Barbara, CA
Kargas, Max
Carmel, CA
Kurnik, Gavin
Concord, CA
Lewis, Jane
Ojai, CA
Lewis, Maisy
Ojai, CA
Mei, Fiona
Anhui, China
Suber, Naomi
Westchester, CA
Thomas, Jack
Ventura, CA

MIDLAND MIRROR
Founded in 1932 by
George Martin, ‘33,
and Paul Squibb
Editor
Lynda Cummings
Proofreader
Ian Cummings
Photographers
Ian Cummings
Lynda Cummings
Charis Derbyshire
Michael Jorgensen
Ashleigh Ninos
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Students clean the chapel during work period.

